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The Importance of Sharks: You Do the Math!

Students learn about trophic levels in a marine food pyramid. Students play a game and

complete mathematic equations to learn what happens to coral reef health when shark

populations decrease.
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OVERVIEW

Students learn about trophic levels in a marine food pyramid. Students play a game and

complete mathematic equations to learn what happens to coral reef health when shark

populations decrease.

DIRECTIONS

1. Build students' background about a basic marine food pyramid.  

Display the provided Marine Ecological Pyramid diagram. Explain to students that a food

pyramid shows how organisms are connected to one another in a food chain, as well as how

much energy is transferred from one trophic level to the next. Tell students that they will play

a game that includes a top predator (gray reef shark), an intermediate predator (black

grouper), and a first-order consumer (Atlantic blue tang). Scroll through the photo gallery

For the complete activity with media resources, visit:

http://www.nationalgeographic.org/activity/the-importance-of-sharks-you-do-the-math-/

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/education/resource-library/
http://www.nationalgeographic.org/activity/the-importance-of-sharks-you-do-the-math-/


Organisms in a Marine Food Pyramid to show students what each of these organisms looks

like. Explain to students that they will play a game that shows what happens when shark

populations decrease in a coral reef ecosystem. Ask: What do you think it means to have a

"balanced" ecosystem? Why is a balanced coral reef ecosystem important? Write students'

responses on the board.  

2. Introduce the shark math game and assign roles. 

Explain to students that the game will simulate predator/prey relationships in a coral reef

ecosystem. Each student will play a role as an organism. Assign 3 students to be gray reef

sharks, and 27 students to be black groupers. If you have more than 30 students, have some

student pairs join hands and act as one organism. Spread the 200 Atlantic blue tang fish that

you cut from construction paper around the classroom floor. Explain that the black groupers

will move about the classroom collecting (consuming) as many Atlantic blue tang fish as they

can using only one hand and picking up just one at a time. They are to put the collected fish

into an envelope. The gray reef sharks will tag and escort black groupers back to their seats.

There will be six rounds, or trials, of the game. Each trial will last for 45 seconds. Ask the

sharks: How many black groupers do you predict you will catch? Ask the black groupers: How

many Atlantic blue tang do you predict you will catch? Write their predictions on the board. 

3. Have students play Session 1 of the game. 

Project the Predator/Prey Simulation worksheet on the board. Have students complete three

trials, of 45 seconds each, with three sharks. At the end of each trial, record the class data on

the board. Ask the gray reef sharks to provide the number of black groupers they tagged

and the black groupers to provide the total number of Atlantic blue tang fish they collected.

4. Have students play Session 2 of the game. 

Have students complete three more trials using only two gray reef sharks; the third shark can

now become the timer. Have students repeat the data collection and record the results on the

board.

5. Have students calculate averages. 

Remind students that they can calculate an average by adding up the numbers and dividing



by how many sets of numbers there are. Have students calculate the average number of black

grouper tagged in Session 1. Then have students calculate the average number of Atlantic

blue tang fish collected in Session 1. Ask students to calculate averages for Session 2.

6. Analyze the data as a class. 

Refer to the data collected on the board. Ask:

What was the average number of black grouper tagged in each session? What was the

average number of Atlantic blue tang fish collected in each session?  

What happened to the black grouper population when the number of sharks was reduced?

What happened to the Atlantic blue tang fish population when the number of sharks was

reduced?  

Did the results match your prediction? Explain. 

Why do you think that there were more Atlantic blue tangs after we removed a shark?

What does this tell you about the importance of sharks?

Make sure students understand that with less sharks in the ecosystem there will be more black

groupers; less sharks means they don't need as many black groupers to feed on. More black

groupers means less Atlantic blue tang fish, because the black groupers need more food.

7. Have students make connections between shark preservation and balanced coral reef

ecosystems.  

Explain to students that it is estimated that at least 90% of all marine predators have already

been lost from the oceans, including tuna, billfish, and sharks. Gray reef sharks affect the

health of a reef by regulating the number of smaller predators like black groupers. If the gray

reef sharks disappear, the smaller predators, like black grouper, take over and wipe out the

primary consumers, like Atlantic blue tang. Once that happens, algae can grow unchecked

and smother the reefs. Project and scroll through the Coral Reef Ecosystems photo gallery. As

you look at each image, ask: Is this a healthy or unhealthy coral reef ecosystem? What clues

tell you so? Then explain to students that corals are made up of both animal (polyp) and

plant (algae) parts that work together to help the coral grow, survive, and build the reef

structure. That's why corals are fragile and need the right, balanced, conditions to survive.

The algae (plant parts) need sunlight, clear water, and nutrients; the polyps (animal parts)

need food and nutrients from the algae and the surrounding water. When the coral or its

surrounding environment get out of balance, the coral and all the organisms living on the reef

are affected. For example, if the coral's algae or other algae grow too much because there



aren't enough Atlantic blue tangs to eat the algae, the coral polyp can be smothered and die.

Sharks also regulate the big parrotfish that feed on coral. When the sharks disappear,

parrotfish can move in and destroy large expanses of coral reef.  

8. Discuss the importance of marine predators and coral reef health. 

Ask: How can humans help protect marine predators? Invite students to share their ideas.

Then explain that sustainable fisheries management, the use of more selective fishing gear,

and only purchasing and eating sustainable food at home and in restaurants are positive

ways to help marine predators. Show students the National Geographic Seafood Decision

Guide and Monterey Bay Aquarium's Seafood Watch and encourage them to use the guides to

learn which types of seafood are sustainable. Ask: Why are balanced coral reef ecosystems so

important? Have students revisit their ideas on the board. Discuss their ideas and then explain

that coral reefs support 4,000 species of fish, 800 species of hard corals, and hundreds of

other species. Coral reefs also create a barrier between the land and the sea and absorb wave

energy and prevent land erosion. People benefit from healthy coral reefs too. Important

medicines are made from ocean organisms and there is potential for new medical discoveries.

People who live near reefs make money from fishing and from tourism activities such as SCUBA

diving, snorkeling, glass-bottom boat rides, and fishing.

9. Discuss Marine Protected Areas (MPAs). 

Help students locate Medes Island Marine Reserve on a map or globe. Explain that National

Geographic Explorer Enric Sala did some important research in this reserve. The Medes Islands

Protected Zone covers an area of 94 hectares and is a no-take zone to allow for the recovery

of marine life. In just 5-7 years time, this protected ecosystem recovered exponentially as

compared to unprotected areas nearby. The biodiversity of species increased 21%, the size of

the species increased 28%, the amount of species increased 166%, and the biomass increased

446%. The recovery of the Medes Islands Protected Zone helped the organisms, the habitat,

and the people who benefit from the ecosystem because of tourism. Ask: Do you think that it

is important to have more marine protected areas? Why or why not? 

Informal Assessment
Assess student comprehension based on the accuracy of their calculations and their

conclusions based on those calculations.

Extending the Learning



Play the game with varying numbers of organisms from each level of the pyramid and predict

coral reef health under these simulated conditions.

OB JECTIVES

Subjects & Disciplines
Biology

Earth Science

Oceanography

Geography

Physical Geography

Mathematics

Learning Objectives
Students will:

identify gray reef sharks, black groupers, and Atlantic blue tang fish

gather, organize, and compute data to show the important role sharks (top predators) play

in balancing the coral reef ecosystem

explain the importance of shark preservation and marine protected areas

locate the Medes Island Marine Reserve on a globe or world map

Teaching Approach
Learning-for-use

Teaching Methods
Discovery learning

Discussions

Hands-on learning

Information organization

Simulations and games

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/oceanography/
http://education.nationalgeographic.com/education/encyclopedia/geography/?ar_a=1


Skills Summary
This activity targets the following skills:

21st Century Student Outcomes

Learning and Innovation Skills

Communication and Collaboration

Critical Thinking Skills

Analyzing

Geographic Skills

Analyzing Geographic Information

National Standards, Principles, and Practices
NC TM  PR I NC I PL ES  AND  S TANDAR D S  F O R  S C H O O L  M AT H EM AT I C S

• Algebra (3-5) Standard 3: 

Use mathematical models to represent and understand quantitative relationships

• Data Analysis & Probability (3-5) Standard 3: 

Develop and evaluate inferences and predictions that are based on data

NAT I O NAL  G EO G R APH Y  S TANDAR D S

• Standard 14: 

How human actions modify the physical environment

• Standard 8: 

The characteristics and spatial distribution of ecosystems and biomes on Earth&#39;s

surface&nbsp;

NAT I O NAL  S C I ENC E ED U C AT I O N S TANDAR D S

• (K-4) Standard C-3: 

Organisms and environments

O C EAN L I T ER AC Y  ES S ENT I AL  PR I NC I PL ES  AND  F U NDAM ENTAL

C O NC EPT S

http://www.p21.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=261&Itemid=120
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/geographic-skills/4
http://www.nctm.org/standards/content.aspx?id=26810
http://www.nctm.org/standards/content.aspx?id=26813
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/education/standards/national-geography-standards/14/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/education/standards/national-geography-standards/8/
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=4962&page=127


• Principle 5d: 

Ocean biology provides many unique examples of life cycles, adaptations and important

relationships among organisms (such as symbiosis, predator-prey dynamics and energy

transfer) that do not occur on land.

• Principle 5e: 

The ocean is three-dimensional, offering vast living space and diverse habitats from the

surface through the water column to the seafloor. Most of the living space on Earth is in the

ocean.

• Principle 6g: 

Everyone is responsible for caring for the ocean. The ocean sustains life on Earth and humans

must live in ways that sustain the ocean. Individual and collective actions are needed to

effectively manage ocean resources for all.

I S T E S TANDAR D S  F O R  S T U D ENT S  ( I S T E S TANDAR D S * S )

• Standard 2: 

Communication and Collaboration

Preparation

What You’ll Need

M AT ER I AL S  YO U  PROVI D E

Calculators

Construction paper

Envelopes

Globe

Lined or ruled paper

Scissors

Timer or stopwatch

Wall map of the world

R EQ U I R ED  T EC H NO LO GY

Internet Access: Required

Tech Setup: 1 computer per classroom, Projector

PH YS I C AL  S PAC E

http://oceanliteracy.wp2.coexploration.org/?page_id=1523
http://oceanliteracy.wp2.coexploration.org/?page_id=1523
http://oceanliteracy.wp2.coexploration.org/?page_id=1527
http://www.iste.org/standards/nets-for-students


Classroom

S ET U P

Open space for movement

G RO U PI NG

Large-group instruction

O T H ER  NOT ES

Before you start the activity, use the worksheet Fish Cut-outs to cut 200 Atlantic blue tang fish

out of construction paper.

B ACKG ROUND & VOCAB ULARY

Background Information
Sharks are top predators in a coral reef ecosystem. Their role in the marine food web helps

maintain a healthy, balanced coral reef ecosystem. Shark preservation and marine protected

areas are necessary in the preservation of ocean health.

Prior Knowledge
[]

Recommended Prior Activities
None

Vocabulary

Term
Part of

Speech
Definition

average verb to calculate the middle amount among a group of numbers.

biodiversity noun all the different kinds of living organisms within a given area.

biomass noun living organisms, and the energy contained within them.

coral reef noun rocky ocean feature made up of millions of coral skeletons.



Term
Part of

Speech
Definition

ecosystem noun community and interactions of living and nonliving things in an area.

first-order

consumer
noun

in a food chain or food web, an organism that eats (consumes) a

producer. First-order consumers are usually herbivores.

food chain noun
group of organisms linked in order of the food they eat, from producers

to consumers, and from prey, predators, scavengers, and decomposers.

habitat noun
environment where an organism lives throughout the year or for shorter

periods of time.

hectare noun unit of measure equal to 2.47 acres, or 10,000 square meters.

intermediate

predator
noun

in a food chain or food web, an organism that eats (preys on) herbivores

or other first-order consumers, but is preyed upon by top predators.

marine

protected

area (MPA)

noun
area of the ocean where a government has placed limits on human

activity.

no-take zone noun
area set aside by the government where all extractive activity, including

fishing, mining, and drilling, is not allowed.

organism noun living or once-living thing.

population noun total number of people or organisms in a particular area.

prey noun animal that is hunted and eaten by other animals.

primary

producer
noun

organisms, such as plants and phytoplankton, that can produce their

own food through photosynthesis or chemosynthesis; also called

autotrophs.

top predator noun
species at the top of the food chain, with no predators of its own. Also

called an alpha predator or apex predator.

trophic level noun
one of three positions on the food chain: autotrophs (first), herbivores

(second), and carnivores and omnivores (third).

For Further Exploration

Websites

NOAA: Importance of Coral Reefs

National Geographic Environment: The Ocean

http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/kits/corals/coral07_importance.html
http://ocean.nationalgeographic.com/ocean/?source=NavEnvOcean
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